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ABSTRACT

This chapter is concerned with women’s mis- or underrepresentation in knowledge creation, particularly 
when it comes to their bodies. In this chapter, the authors examine how Wikipedia’s generic regulations 
determine that women’s often experiential ethos is unwelcome on the site. Thus, women are often unable to 
construct knowledge on the “Breastfeeding” entry; their epistemological methods are ignored or banned 
by other contributors. This chapter also examines six breastfeeding-focused mommyblogs, proposing 
blogs as an alternative genre that welcomes women’s ethos. However, the authors also recognize that 
such blogs are not a perfect epistemological paradigm. The chapter closes with an examination of the 
implications of this work for academic collaboration across fields and for women’s agency.

INTRODUCTION

Women often struggle to find a place online to express themselves and to create credible knowledge. 
Whether women write about issues as mundane as wedding dresses or as important as health issues, 
they are often harassed and silenced by a variety of strategies as overt as trolling and as opaque as edit-
ing. Previous research about breastfeeding rhetoric (Koerber, 2013; Koerber et al, 2012; Koerber, 2006) 
demonstrated that breastfeeding is situated in disciplinary and discursive contexts that control women’s 
bodies, such as science, medicine, and education. One way discursive power manifests online is through 
controlling sources of knowledge. This chapter offers case studies of the Wikipedia “Breastfeeding” 
entry and six blogs written by nursing mothers, mommyblogs, to show how feminist standpoint theory 
(Haraway, 1988) and apparent feminism (Frost, 2015) reveal that some spaces use a guise of balance, 
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impartiality, and free speech to hinder women’s processes of knowledge creation, while other spaces 
welcome experiential ethos. This study of knowledge production and ethos, which is grounded in the 
authority and credibility to create and evaluate that knowledge, reveals a reciprocal relationship between 
the knower and the known. The authors find that women prefer alternative ethea and are excluded be-
cause of cultural norms and hierarchies rather than truth or reality. Based on feminist standpoint theory 
and apparent feminism, this article rhetorically analyzes Wikipedia’s “Breastfeeding” entry and its Talk 
page and six mommyblogs.

Collaborative writing has the potential to provide multiple viewpoints, but Wikipedia contribu-
tors—nearly 90% of whom are male (Simonite, 2013)—dismiss the credibility of women, even on issues 
of women’s health. This work suggests that the design of Wikipedia’s site and the culture it supports 
enforce a “neutral point of view” (NPOV) that excludes women’s experiences because they are under-
represented in normative discourses of medicine, science, and philosophy. Wikipedia’s generic conven-
tions necessitate that contributors engage in debates about epistemology, truth, verifiability, and validity 
(McIntyre, 2010; Kennedy, 2009; Garfinkel, 2008). These conventions lead editors to question, challenge, 
or dismiss women’s ethos when discussing an epistemology of their own bodies, thus silencing many 
female contributors. As a result of this persistent exclusion, women often avoid collaboratively curated 
sites like Wikipedia altogether (Hargittai & Shaw, 2015; Eckert & Steiner, 2013; Reagle & Rhue, 2011; 
Reagle, 2009). The consequences of these rhetorical moves have implications beyond digital spaces and 
contribute to society’s persistent negative view of breastfeeding as something that must always happen 
in the margins.

In contrast, blogs provide a refreshing look at breastfeeding and women’s digital ethos, giving women 
a forum in which to speak. However, the personal and individual nature of blogs prevents women from 
contributing to official narratives about their own bodies on a more public level: while their knowledge 
is marginalized, they continue to be ostracized for and banned from public breastfeeding despite the ef-
forts blogs make to reverse such restrictions. The authors selected six mommyblogs—The Breastfeeding 
Mother (TBM), Chronicles of a Nursing Mom (CoaNM), Paa.la, Unlatched, Dispelling Breastfeeding 
Myths (DPM), and Breast for the Weary (BftW)—because they appeared in a list of top breastfeeding 
blogs and/or were top results in a Summer 2015 Google search for the keywords “breastfeeding” and 
“blog.” The bloggers at TBM, Unlatched, and BftW no longer update their pages, but the information they 
provide therein remains relevant and sought after; CoaNM, Paa.la, and DPM continue to post updates. 
A brief note on data presentation is in order here because the authors will reference multiple posts from 
each blog, the date of the post will appear next to its quote or summary, but no direct links will appear 
in the text or references.

This chapter will examine Wikipedia and mommyblogs post-publication to determine how each site 
uses generic design and cultural expectations to signal to their users what kinds of ethos is welcomed. 
Rhetorical analysis will reveal that the epistemologies behind these culturally saturated sites mirror how 
our society values different forms of knowledge. Rhetorical analysis is a suitable method for this study 
because of the nature of this inquiry. As Koerber (2013) suggested, “[R]hetorical analysis can enrich 
our understanding of the manner in which expert knowledge is produced and the channels through 
which individuals in the public sphere receive and relate to such information” (p. 7). Likewise, Selzer 
(2004) explained rhetorical analysis as “studying carefully some kind of symbolic action, often after the 
fact of its delivery and irrespective of whether it was actually directed to you or not, so that you might 
understand it better and appreciate its tactics” (p. 281). This chapter also answers Novotny’s (2015) 
call to “build and take up feminist methodologies that intervene in the designs of policies and projects 
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that regulate female health” (p. 62). The authors examine the tensions between Wikipedia and mommy 
blogs to determine how women can find digital voices and create their own epistemologies. Rhetorical 
analysis enables the authors to recognize that because the values behind mommy blog epistemologies risk 
excluding others—including women of color, working-class women, and women for whom breastfeed-
ing may not be an option—they are not a perfect paradigm. Nonetheless, opening Wikipedia and blogs 
to various standpoints creates more accurate and verifiable claims about breastfeeding while building 
a digital ethos of women writers.

BACKGROUND

This project is indebted to a long-standing tradition of work in credibility scholarship. The early 2000s 
saw an upswing in the debate about credibility online as more and more people adopted digital modes 
of publishing. The ways authors developed and used ethos becomes a central concern for digital rhetoric 
scholarship. The following scholars directly influenced this essay. Several scholars address credibility 
in the digital age: Johnson & Kaye (2004, 2010, 2011) showed how a user’s demographic features and 
political affiliations influence his/her perceptions of credibility, and Flanagin and Metzger (2008) and 
Metzger (2007) illustrated that each user’s perceptions of credibility depend on how the source content 
meets his/her unique needs and expectations. Scholars have also addressed the credibility of Wikipedia 
since its inception in 2001 (Chawner & Lewis, 2004; Giles, 2005; Chesney, 2006; Fallis, 2008; Gar-
finkel, 2008; Brooke, 2009; Brown, 2015). Gruwell (2015) argued that a critical feminist approach to 
Wikipedia is necessary to understand and remedy the lack of women contributors. Blogs also receive 
attention from credibility scholars (Johnson & Kaye, 2004; Armstrong & McAdams, 2009; Johnson & 
Kaye, 2010; Johnson & Kaye, 2011). Winter and Krämer (2014) concluded that female writers are more 
credible on topics relating to issues with which they would be expected to establish a deeper connection 
and thus about which they would know more, such as violence in the media (p. 450).

Credibility and epistemology have been an essential facet of feminist research for decades because 
all knowledge is situated within a larger cultural context (Hartsock, 1983; Rose, 1983; Haraway, 1988; 
Harding, 1993). Like credibility scholarship, feminist scholarship addresses the role of digital media 
in the early to late 2000s. Two particular strands of feminist criticism, standpoint theory and apparent 
feminism, shape the approach of this work. In Harding’s (1993, 2003) standpoint theory, strong objec-
tivity is reached when oppressed and marginalized perspectives are shared. Johnston, Friedman, and 
Peach (2011) claimed that new media technologies play a role in how women participate in knowledge 
generation in political blogs. Scott and White (2013) explained that standpoint theory’s strength is its 
recognition “that we construct our knowledge by interacting with each other from our respective and 
situated social positions” (pp. 61-2). Apparent feminism (Frost, 2013; 2014a; 2014b; 2015) is a methodol-
ogy that fights the post-feminist notion that society has moved beyond the need for feminism and shows 
places where women and other marginalized identities continue to face resistance and/or oppression, 
particularly in spaces that support a guise of neutrality or democracy. Its three goals are key to this ap-
proach: “[1] making more apparent the need for feminist interventions, [2] hailing nonfeminists as allies, 
and [3] demystifying the relationship between feminism and efficiency” (Frost, 2015, p. 9). Novotny 
(2015) employed apparent feminism by “advocating for the incorporation of diverse stakeholders” (p. 
68) to engage in knowledge production.
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This chapter draws on a long tradition of digital credibility, epistemology, and feminist scholarship. In 
doing so, the authors demonstrate an ongoing need to analyze and understand how digital genres shape 
knowledge about women’s bodies.

DESIGN AND KNOWLEDGE/KNOWLEDGE AND DESIGN

Design and culture and the origins of knowledge are key aspects of epistemological creation on Wikipedia 
and blogs. The design and culture of the sites influence what kinds of actions users take and what they 
access, while each site has rules governing from where knowledge must come. Although this chapter 
isolates each aspect to discuss it separately, it is worth noting that such a construction is artificial. In 
reality, the design and culture and the rules that govern origins of knowledge work recursively to rein-
force and construct each other. Wikipedia’s encyclopedic genre dictates specific rules for the origins 
of knowledge (design dictates origins of knowledge), but a blog’s freedom from the need for typical 
scholarly sources enables users to include hyperlinks to outside articles or uploads of personal photos 
as evidence (origins of knowledge dictate design). Thus, the reader should be aware that although this 
chapter addresses each phenomenon separately, each is always influenced by the other.

Design and Culture

Analyzing design is useful for discussing epistemology in Wikipedia and blogs because each space 
follows specific generic guidelines that govern how users can participate in the act of knowledge con-
struction. Design choices can also reveal authorial values: the images used, page hierarchies, and font 
choices demonstrate how the contributors think users will engage with their content. Furthermore, the 
design of a site also reveals the culture it supports. For instance, Wikipedia’s design privileges a polished 
entry page and hides the creation of that knowledge in small links to “Talk” and “History” pages; this 
results in an exclusive culture available only to a small percentage of page visitors. Conversely, blogs 
expose collaborative processes of knowledge creation by placing the entry and comments on the same 
page level, which results in a culture of collaboration and relevance. Rhetorical analysis of design and 
culture uncovers the complex relationship between knowledge and the presentation of that knowledge.

Despite its innovative use of open source and collaborative knowledge creation, Wikipedia recapitu-
lates traditional print methods of knowledge creation because it relies on outside and verifiable sources 
for validation. The reliability and accessibility of its information makes Wikipedia one of the top ten 
sites in terms of web traffic (Brooke, 2009; Fallis, 2011; Simonite, 2013). Wikipedia differs from other 
reference materials such as Encyclopedia Britannica and Webster’s Dictionary because its content is 
generated and verified by a community of volunteers rather than professional writers and researchers 
(Loveland & Reagle, 2013). Wikipedia’s design creates a space for people to collaborate and debate the 
value of knowledge. As an exercise in mass-collaboration and groupthink, Wikipedia has potential to 
provide a voice to the marginalized. Gruwell (2015) agreed that the space could disrupt notions of single 
authority generated knowledges: “Wiki technology presents the potential to create a constantly evolving 
space that privileges collaborative writing (and meaning-making), undermining the notion that a single, 
unified identity is the preferred authorial position” (p. 119). Unfortunately, as Gruwell also noted, this 
has not been the case. Instead, Wikipedia often reflects the knowledge of the normalized majority and 
reenacts cultural values that minimize the contributions of women and minorities.
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Furthermore, the design of Wikipedia affirms hierarchies by presenting the entry first and display-
ing tabs for “Talk” and “View History” secondarily; these tabs reveal how the page is constructed and 
who contributes to it, but they are almost invisible in the larger context of the article. As Brooke (2009) 
suggested, “Each entry on Wikipedia is, in fact, the tip of a much larger iceberg of activity … If a user 
visits Wikipedia and simply samples an entry, she or he may be missing out on a great deal of the in-
formation the site can provide” (p. 191). For instance, on the Breastfeeding “Talk” page contributors 
discussed whether to include a section sex and breastfeeding, during which one contributor noted that, 
“this article’s presentation of the facts about breastfeeding does not feel encyclopedic, and most defi-
nitely does not feel comprehensive” (Breastfeeding: Talk, 2015a). In other words, readers who do not 
read “Talk” pages may think the entry is an objective and encyclopedic representation of breastfeeding 
rather than the contributions of individuals who debate the relevance and salience of each section. While 
every version of a page is saved and the construction of knowledge can be traced, few users actually 
contribute to entries or access the “Talk” and “View History” pages where the debates about truth and 
verifiability occur. In a single month, Wikipedia has over 370 million views worldwide and over 60 
million views in North America (Wikimedia Report, 2015), yet only 70,000 users actively contribute 
to Wikipedia and share in creating this knowledge (Wikipedia, 2015b). While users can participate in 
knowledge generation, many of them do not, perhaps because the murky nature of these tabs covertly 
(or overtly) excludes them.

The Wikipedia interface and “Talk” and “History” pages also follow a set of editing conventions that 
discourage new contributors. Wikipedia acknowledges this failing: “Editors who fail to comply with 
Wikipedia cultural rituals, such as signing talk pages, may implicitly signal that they are Wikipedia 
outsiders, increasing the odds that Wikipedia insiders may target or discount their contributions” (Wiki-
pedia, 2015b). Wikipedia even has an entry titled “Please Do Not Bite the Newcomers” that outlines a 
series of tools and reminders for regular editors to encourage and gently correct inexperienced contribu-
tors. Wrapped in the flag of NPOV, long-standing contributors can flag and delete edits or entries they 
deem unverifiable or irrelevant, which often deters newcomers from the editorial process. One editor 
on the Breastfeeding Talk page qualifies her meaningful contributions by pleading ignorance and using 
humility instead of stating that she has as much right to make changes as other contributors: “I am not 
a regular editor here, and I honestly don’t have time to learn things like which sources are valid and 
how to avoid original research … I’m just someone who fixes bad spelling or syntax or throws in an 
episode list for a TV show I like” (Wikipedia, 2015a). Although this editor has valuable information to 
add to the page, she preempts an attack from the regular editors who may recognize her as an outsider. 
Moreover, this issue is compounded for the few women who contribute to Wikipedia because the site 
reflects broader cultural problems that exclude women from computing, software development, and 
technology in general. Gruwell (2015) suggested that women may be underrepresented on Wikipedia 
because the interface itself requires familiarization with basic computer coding to fully participate in 
the community (p. 125); historically, women have had limited access to these skills, so they may feel 
discouraged from participating.

In fact, we may never fully know how many women contribute to Wikipedia because the design en-
ables users to make changes anonymously. In 2004 and 2007, Wikipedia’s self-studies found that “over 
80% of edits by unregistered users” are meaningful contributions. If we accept Virginia Woolf’s notion 
that Anonymous was “often a woman,” then the number of contributions women make in Wikipedia 
may never be quantified. And yet, if women contributors remain anonymous, we should interrogate 
why women choose not to identify their gender. Gruwell (2015) suggested women editors fear accusa-
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tions of bias simply because they are women: one of her study participants, Sylvia, “feared that because 
she was a ‘female writing about women,’ other editors would dismiss her writing as simply the work 
of someone ‘writing about women because they’re hot.’ Sylvia worried that the community would not 
recognize her expertise because of her embodied identity position” (p. 127). Since Wikipedia’s default 
NPOV is heterosexual, white, and male, contributions centering on women are often trivialized. Women 
may not feel comfortable entering a rhetorical situation in which they are marked as outsiders; they tend 
to migrate to knowledge-constructing sites that contrast Wikipedia’s culture of exclusion, such as blogs.

In general, blogs are designed to fit within a few generic guidelines. They operate via posts from the 
blog’s owner, or blogger, and appear in reverse chronological order. In general, all of the different styles 
of blog can be boiled down to three subgenres: 1) link-driven, which compiles hyperlinks; 2) diaristic, 
which offers personal reflections; and 3) a hybrid that does both (Blood, 2000). The blogs examined in 
this chapter are largely the latter, discussing relevant breastfeeding media items and offering individual 
narratives to develop individual digital ethos. In particular, the benefits of this kind of knowledge include 
the bloggers sifting “through the mass of information packaged daily for our consumption and pick[ing] 
out the interesting, the important, the overlooked, and the unexpected” (Blood, 2000). Then, the blogger 
“may provide additional information to that which corporate media provides, expose the fallacy of an 
argument, perhaps reveal an inaccurate detail” (Blood, 2000). Thus, readers are able to quickly understand 
the issue at hand while also engaging with one or more additional perspectives.

This design creates a culture of kairos, or timeliness and relevance. TBM, CoaNM, Paa.la, Unlatched, 
DPM, and BftW offer unique opportunities for knowledge creation because each blogger responds directly 
to issues that are relevant to her and her readers. For example, Rachelle (Unlatched) and Paala (Paa.la) 
both closely follow Facebook’s restrictions against posting breastfeeding photos to social media sites. 
Rachelle (Aug 20, 2013; Aug 27, 2013; Aug 29, 2013) and Paala (Jun 10, 2014; Jun 21, 2015; Jul 14, 
2015) not only post links to external articles and websites that deal with this issue, but they also share 
screencaps and stories from readers and their own experiences while, most importantly, explaining why 
it is so important to fight back against Facebook’s policies. These posts are kairotic; they would not have 
had as great an effect (or potentially any effect) had they been written months later or even preemptively 
months earlier. However, because they respond to the events as they are unfolding, updating the blogs’ 
readers in real-time, they are relevant.

Another key design feature of blogs leads to a culture of collaboration: the comments section. Here, 
bloggers can elaborate on or defend their posts while conversing with their readers. Wikipedia editors can 
do so to an extent as well, but the genre necessitates that these interactions take place on a separate page. 
Notoriously reluctant to make extra effort, Wikipedia users must find the right link and click through to 
find the debates about truth and knowledge. Conversely, on blogs, the comments section is connected 
directly to the original blog post. Comments do not appear on the blog homepage, but each post has a 
unique URL that links to a separate page where the comments will appear just below it. Such placement 
suggests a continuity between the blogger’s post and her readers’ comments or her own clarifications. 
Because they are openly displayed with the blog post, they are held in nearly as high esteem as the main 
post and thus promote an interactive knowledge creation among bloggers and readers that values each 
other as equals.

The six breastfeeding blogs at hand display interactive knowledge creation regularly. Jenny (CoaNM), 
Paala, Teglene (TBM), Rachelle, and Shannon (BftW) all support comments from readers that provide 
additional information. In particular, Anne’s (DPM) post on tongue tie (Feb 2013)—a condition resulting 
from a short frenulum that attaches the tongue to the lower floor of the jaw—shows her readers contrib-
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uting to the information she provides in her posts. Anne explains that many doctors and other medical 
professionals often tell mothers whose babies have tongue tie that it either doesn’t exist or doesn’t af-
fect breastfeeding; she goes on to cite advice from International Board Certified Lactation Consultants 
(IBCLCs) that say otherwise and points to the need for more research. Her post has received over two-
dozen supportive comments, many from IBCLCs who verified that tongue-tie is often misunderstood or 
misdiagnosed. Several hyperlink other sources on the same topic. Taken together, the post and comments 
work collaboratively to provide credible knowledge about what tongue tie is and how to spot and fix 
it. Notably, Wikipedia’s entry on “Ankyloglossia” (the medical term for tongue-tie) only includes two 
brief paragraphs on the condition’s impact on infant feeding, and the “Breastfeeding” entry only has two 
sentences on it, little of it useful for a breastfeeding mother seeking information.

Although all six blogs this chapter studies enabled their comments sections, not every blog is re-
quired to do so. Such restrictions limit this valuable knowledge creation from happening on their site 
and, frankly, limit the authority of the blog because readers cannot offer insight that may contradict or 
correct the information in the posts. Sometimes bloggers may moderate their comments to restrict who 
leaves feedback, although it is generally considered bad blogging ethics to do so (Blood, 2000). In an 
interview, Rachelle admits that she moderates the comments on her blog: “I moderate my comments, 
so I have control over what does get published, but I don’t really censor people and approve almost all 
comments, even if they are negative” (personal communication, June 2014). Rachelle would seem to 
be in the majority of mommybloggers. Typically, bloggers allow readers to comment freely on their 
page, in a large part because that’s what many consider to be the point of a blog: to spread information 
collaboratively through posts and comments.

The explicit design of blogs keeps knowledge creation at the forefront. The hybridity of the link-driven 
and diaristic styles of blogs creates a culture that values relevance and collaboration. This is distinct 
from Wikipedia’s two-pronged problem: women’s voices and women’s issues are often excluded. On 
breastfeeding blogs, women use their individual digital ethea to collaboratively create knowledge; how-
ever, on Wikipedia, men edit entries that should appeal to women, such as “Breastfeeding,” which may 
misrepresent the experience and concerns of breastfeeding. Whether uninitiated Wikipedia visitors are 
not aware that epistemological discussions are happening just a click away or whether they do not feel 
welcome to join the conversation, Wikipedia’s collaborative, free-access, and free-content encyclopedic 
genre discourages the participation of all but a select few, particularly women. However, the transparency 
of blogs’ epistemologies provides space for women and other minorities to exercise authority in ways 
that Wikipedia prohibits them from doing so.

Origins of Knowledge

A second factor that influences knowledge construction on Wikipedia and blogs is how they craft their 
credibility and ethos. As an encyclopedic genre, Wikipedia is concerned with credibility, or the outward 
appearance of authority through neutrality and verifiability. As such, it maintains a NPOV and requires 
secondary sources to verify all knowledge claims. However, women’s knowledge is often grounded in 
testimony and folk wisdom, which Wikipedia’s generic constraints disallow; thus Wikipedia tends to 
silence their epistemological contributions. On the other hand, blogs are predicated on individual ethos, 
or identity factors—such as firsthand experience or acquired credentials—that lead to authority. Because 
blogs are open to multiple viewpoints and experiences, they give women and other marginalized identi-
ties a place from which to speak.
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Wikipedia’s “Talk” page provides a space for contributors to shape the debate about what knowledge 
is relevant to the entry. Wikipedia depends on the collaborative writing process for fact checking and 
neutrality; its entries rely on verifiable sources with citations so “that anyone using the encyclopedia can 
check that the information comes from a reliable source” (Wikipedia, 2015c). Many of the individuals 
who contribute to Wikipedia are volunteers and do not have professional or educational expertise in the 
pages they edit; they often have little individual ethos on most topics. For instance, one of the top editors 
of the breastfeeding entry is Gandydancer who also wrote significant portions of the “Gandy Dancer” 
and “Yodeling” entries. The “Talk” page could be a space for women to control knowledge about their 
bodies, but instead the generic requirements for neutrality and verifiability often silence them. On the 
“Breastfeeding” “Talk” page, user Fabiola Grojan requested the addition of a section entitled “breastfeeding 
fashion” so that mothers can “avoid the unwanted attention when breastfeeding in public without using 
their scarf to cover up.” However, another user, SummerPhD, responded that Fabiola needs to provide 
“reliable sources discussing ‘breastfeeding fashion’ to add it to the article.” The difference between the 
opinion of the contributor and a reliable resource seems moot here; Fabiola could easily find support 
from a credible source, such as an article from The Guardian or perhaps Parenting. While McIntyre 
(2010) argued that Wikipedia’s collaborative process, verifiability, and NPOV make it verifiable and not 
a source of objective truth, the authors find this distinction disingenuous. Even as Wikipedia encourages 
contributors to cite verifiable sources such as scholarly articles and textbooks, they privilege some forms 
of knowledge over others, thus making them appear as objective truth. In other words, some types of 
sources are considered more “true” (verifiable) than others; peer-reviewed articles are more “true” than 
personal blogs, and any source is more “true” than personal experience or individual ethos.

But perhaps more troubling are instances when the user has direct knowledge and experience, but, 
by championing neutrality, Wikipedia ignores these testimonial forms of evidence. Technology futurist 
Jaron Lanier (2006) tried to delete parts of his own entry that called him a filmmaker because he made 
“one experimental short film about a decade and a half ago.” However, he found himself in a battle 
with other Wikipedians who “corrected” the changes Lanier made. Lanier’s own life experience was 
less important than the verifiability of his sources. For women, this bias can have devastating effects. 
Historically, women have been excluded from creating scholarly and verifiable research, and, in some 
cases, the only way to encounter the perspective of non-academic women is through experiential accounts. 
Cassel (2011) explained, “despite Wikipedia’s stated principle of the need to maintain a neutral point of 
view, the reality is that it is not enough to ‘know something’ about friendship bracelets or ‘Sex and the 
City.’” In her study of several regular women contributors, Gruwell (2015) shared a similar experience to 
Fabiola’s. One study participant, Janet, explained, “‘Sometimes you just can’t [find citations]. Sometimes 
particularly for stuff you know’ … ‘Where do you find a source that tells you there isn’t a high school in 
a particular suburb? I mean, I know that. I’ve lived there for twenty-something years’” (p. 126). While 
Janet’s knowledge may be useful and interesting to other users, the generic requirements for citation of 
verifiable sources preclude any appeals to direct experience. Fabiola’s and Janet’s voices are silenced 
by a generic need for NPOV and verifiability that in turn excludes their ethea. Similarly, the Breastfeed-
ing “Talk” page demonstrates how personal experience is unwelcome in Wikipedia: Gandydancer, a 
prolific editor, noted that her experiential ethos is not a legitimate source, but she feels the need to share 
it nevertheless: “From a personal POV, which I suppose I should not mention but will anyway, think-
ing back to my own experience, loss of interest in sex was more of my experience than feeling ‘sexy’ 
while I nursed.” Regardless of her experience, Gandydancer must provide verifiable sources to justify 
the editorial direction of the entry.
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Because they are predicated on personal ethos, blogs offer a counter-authority to Wikipedia’s ency-
clopedic genre. For instance, Paala frequently praises pop culture figures who support breastfeeding (Jun 
14, 2014) and addresses Facebook’s anti-nipple policy that prohibits users from posting breastfeeding 
photos (Jun 10, 2014). Teglene (TBM) also discusses her personal experiences in relation to larger cultural 
norms. In one post (Sep 6, 2014), she examines the common myth that busy women should be excused 
from breastfeeding because it is inconvenient. She uses her own experience to claim how a mother can 
work breastfeeding into any schedule, particularly if she recruits help from her family. Here, Paala and 
Teglene both provide personal ethos to contextualize breastfeeding issues and give advice to their read-
ers. And their readers respond positively, despite their lack of “reliable sources.” Wikipedia would not 
allow such material because these posts and others like them express both opinions and experiences and 
often do not draw upon outside verifiable sources.

The value of this experiential digital ethos is that the bloggers can explain how they came to their 
knowledge. They can describe what happened to them and how they handled it; readers have insight 
into the logic that goes into the bloggers’ decisions, which can help them reach their own conclusions 
on related issues. To illustrate, Jenny (CoaNM, Mar 11, 2014) advises pregnant women how to prepare 
for breastfeeding. She uses her experiential ethos to help women determine what is best for them. Like-
wise, Shannon (BftW, May 11, 2011) writes a lengthy post on law and justice in regard to an incident in 
which she was illegally ejected from a store for breastfeeding in public. She hyperlinks several outside 
resources, each of which pertains to the event at the store and the ensuing aftermath, including media 
coverage and out-of-court settlements. Although she does not cite any scholarly sources, Shannon docu-
ments her journey through this event and advises other women in similar situations on how to exercise 
their agency and receive restitution. In both instances, Jenny and Shannon not only share knowledge, 
but they also contextualize where it comes from.

Notably, this study’s mommybloggers use their own credentials and outside research to boost their 
digital ethea, although the blog genre does not require them to do so. First, they are mothers who breastfeed 
their children, so they offer firsthand experience to substantiate their claims. In addition, several of these 
bloggers train in lactation and breastfeeding. Jenny has L.A.T.C.H. (Lactation, Attachment, Training, 
Counseling, Help) training, Anne (DPM) has experience as a peer supporter with her local Healthcare 
Trust and as a birth and postnatal doula, and Rachelle (Unlatched) works as a breastfeeding counselor and 
advocate while studying to become an IBCLC. These three women have background experience beyond 
their own to supplement their ethea. On their blogs, this ethea lends authority and adequately legitimizes 
the knowledge they produce. On Wikipedia, other contributors would reject this firsthand knowledge.

Despite the genre’s freedom from the need for secondary sources, the breastfeeding bloggers still 
tend to draw from external materials, most frequently from sources such as KellyMom and La Leche 
League International, two well-reputed websites on breastfeeding and parenting. Many posts include 
a list of references at the end: Anne (Jul 10, 2010) hyperlinked six sources in a post about drinking 
alcohol while nursing (on Aug 19, 2010, her post includes a 17-item reference list), and Teglene (Dec 
14, 2010) includes both hyperlinks and an APA-formatted list of references in a post about low milk 
production. Notably, these lists include scholarly articles and books written by healthcare profession-
als and breastfeeding experts with strong reputations. In the instances when the mommybloggers cite 
secondary sources, they demonstrate that they are well-informed readers on breastfeeding topics. All 
six blogs utilize some level of research, although how much and how often varies entirely by the blog 
post and the blogger’s preferences.
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Blogs show that people can have similar experiences and still learn from each other. For example, 
if a mother is having a hard time breastfeeding (maybe the baby isn’t latching or often becomes colicky 
after feeding), she is certainly not the only woman who has encountered these problems. Thus, blogs 
lend authority to bloggers who exercise their digital ethea. However, because Wikipedia relies on the 
credibility of verifiable sources to establish authority, the “Breastfeeding” page reflects a clinical concern 
with how breastfeeding works. By reading on breastfeeding blogs about other women’s experiences, a 
mother might find solutions to her problems quickly and easily without needing to spend time and money 
on a doctor’s visit. Even though blogs are renowned for focusing on the individuals writing them, these 
six women have shown how the genre can balance both researched facts and personal experience in a 
meaningful way, something Wikipedia denies its users.

Blogs and Privileged Epistemologies

The traditional view of blogs is that they level the playing field for those who wish to write; all a person 
needs to do is sign up, log in, and go. Arguably, since blogs do not restrict who writes or comments, 
they provide marginalized voices a place from which to finally speak (Coleman, 2005). At the very least, 
blogs connect people all over the globe and alert each other to culturally distinct viewpoints on similar 
topics. At first, these six mommyblogs seem to fit with this utopian view of blogs as empowering and 
globally diverse: Jenny (CoaNM) is from the Philippines, Shannon (BftW) is from Canada, Anne (DPM) 
is from the United Kingdom, and Rachelle (Unlatched) and Paala are American; Teglene (TBM) does 
not disclose her geographical location. However, as Ratliff (2007) quoting Fraser (1992, p. 120) pointed 
out, “The blogosphere, like any other rhetorical situation, is ‘situated in a larger societal context that is 
pervaded by structural relations of dominance and subordination.’” Thus, because blogs can reflect the 
same social strife and discrimination that exist offline, they are not always a perfect paradigm of digital 
credibility equality.

Gaining access to the blogosphere and having your voice heard is based on privilege, and, in our 
society, certain genders, races, and socioeconomic statuses still carry privilege over others. Friedman’s 
(2010) analysis of mommyblogs revealed that women of color, queer mothers, women with disabili-
ties, and other non-normative identities are often underrepresented on mommyblogs, in part because 
of marginalized identities’ link to socioeconomic status. Friedman concludes that, while blogs provide 
opportunities for diverse experiences, “white, married, middle- or upper-class women are… perceived 
as not simply common, but normal” (p. 203). Indeed, not only are most of the six mommybloggers at 
hand racially white and apparently heterosexual-identifying, they are also all predominantly influenced 
by Anglo-American ideologies and narratives about breastfeeding. Although these bloggers come from 
diverse backgrounds, they are not representative of all breastfeeding mothers worldwide. They are not 
even representative of many non-normative mothers in their own countries. Their digital ethos, although 
valuable, has limits. And these limits have the potential to be dangerously exclusive.

Friedman (2010) examined how the “good mother” narrative in mommyblogs influences and reflects 
cultural norms, and the authors have noticed a similar trend in the six breastfeeding blogs. One theme 
ties them together: the “breast is best,” or at least the “breastmilk is best” philosophy. A quick look at 
some recent posts from all six bloggers reveals a bias against bottlefeeding:

• On October 18, 2014, Jenny posts a “Quick Guide to Breastfeeding Challenges,” which asserts 
that “medical and physical reasons” should not limit a woman’s ability to breastfeed.
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• On September 6, 2012, Teglene tells her readers that being busy is not a valid excuse for mothers 
to choose not to breastfeed.

• On July 4, 2015, Paala posts photos of fellow mothers in her community breastfeeding their chil-
dren. She also frequently shares breastfeeding selfies (“brelfies,” as she calls them).

• On December 16, 2012, Anne asserts “birth and breastfeeding—they are connected.”
• On December 12, 2012, Rachelle defends milksharing (which is when a nursing mother donates 

her milk to another mother so her baby can receive breastmilk).
• On April 8, 2011, Shannon tells a story about how she explained to her children (who, she makes 

a point to mention, were all breastfed) why they went to a nurse-in.

All of these instances may not seem significant, but together and compounded with the multifarious 
other times these bloggers make similar implicit and explicit assertions, they speak to a larger cultural 
assumption that good mothers supply their children with breastmilk. These women establish digital 
credibility by drawing on their credibility as “good” mothers who breastfeed.

The authors of this chapter do not intend to disparage the value of breastfeeding. Too many studies 
to cite here have shown that breastmilk, preferably the mother’s, is healthier for babies and that formula-
feeding may be risky. But because many mommyblogs refuse to consider any other viewpoints, the 
implication behind these “good mother” narratives is that bottlefeeding mothers are the opposite—bad 
mothers—and that their digital ethos is less valuable, thus depriving them of digital authority. Jenny’s 
and Teglene’s posts explicitly state that mothers do not have an excuse for not breastfeeding. Some 
bloggers suggest alternative options: Rachelle’s post cited above offers milksharing as a substitute for 
breastfeeding, while Jenny (May 7, 2012) and Anne (Feb 25, 2013) propose breastpumps as another 
method for mothers to feed breastmilk to their children. However, these posts do not acknowledge that 
not all mothers have access to donor milk nor can all mothers afford expensive breastpumps. Only Anne 
and Paala concede that breastfeeding is not available to some mothers. Paala (Oct 23, 2015) openly 
addresses her breastfeeding bias while offering advice to bottlefeeding mothers. Anne (Mar 30, 2015) 
admits that sometimes women just cannot breastfeed even though they may want to; she emphasizes that 
they do not deserve scorn because of it. However, posts like Paala’s and Anne’s are rare. The collective 
ethos of the mommblogging community is reflected in posts like Jenny’s and Teglene’s assertions that 
all mothers should breastfeed or Rachelle’s, Jenny’s, and Anne’s alternative suggestions. Such com-
ments reveal that alternative ethea about breast- and bottlefeeding is not always valued in normative 
narratives of the “good mother.” Blogs are more inclusive than Wikipedia when deciding what sources 
of knowledge they consider authoritative, but, as this case study of breastfeeding blogs shows, they are 
also culturally saturated spaces that can reinscribe cultural privilege through both implicit and explicit 
narratives of what it means to be a “good mother.”

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This chapter has provided case studies of Wikipedia and blogs to support an argument that while Wiki-
pedia’s generic constraints silence women’s digital credibility and authority, blogs’ generic affordances 
provide a space from which women use their authority to create knowledge about such important topics 
as health and childcare. The authors find three potential avenues for further research:
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1.  Digital social media may provide a different way of reaching collaborative knowledge,
2.  Digital social media may still marginalize women, and
3.  Wikipedia and digital social media may marginalize other identities.

Although the authors originally determined blogs to be a digital genre in which women are more 
likely to share information and experiences, these case studies reveal that women also use various digital 
social media sites (SMS) to perform these tasks. Many of the breastfeeding blogs this article examines 
have links to Facebook pages, Google+ accounts, and other SMS, and often the bloggers appear to use 
these sites more regularly than their blogs. Rachelle has not updated Unlatched in nearly a year, but she 
updates her blog’s Facebook page daily (Rachelle, 2015); likewise, Anne updates DPM every few months, 
but her blog’s Facebook page almost weekly (Anne, 2015b). In an interview, Rachelle explained why 
she uses social media more often than her blog to connect with her readers: “I use [Facebook] usually 
on a daily basis, whereas my blog is reserved for topics that I feel are under-covered by others. I feel 
that being active on social media is extremely important as a breastfeeding professional because… We 
need to meet moms where they are at. Facebook has given me the opportunity to connect with and help 
so many mothers” (personal communication, June 2014). Further research on the digital authority of 
women’s health pages on sites like Facebook could examine if and why social media is better suited to 
spreading this knowledge to a larger audience.

Facebook is one of the most popular websites in the world and can certainly reach a wide audience, 
but what is interesting is how it limits women’s expression in a way similar to Wikipedia. Paala and 
Rachelle both document on their blogs how Facebook deletes photos or suspends and bans accounts 
that violate the strict rules against showing breastfeeding photos. As a corporate entity, Facebook can 
control the media added by its users. Facebook (2015a) plainly states that the users own and control any 
content they publish to the site, but it also has equally clear Community Standards (2015b) that dictate 
what content is allowed to be posted and what content will be removed if published. Similarly Wikipedia 
(2015b) states, “Contributions remain the property of their creators,” but as the “Talk” and “About” pages 
illustrate, content should only be published if there is communal consensus about it. These rules limit 
what users can publish on these corporate sites in ways that blogs typically do not. Stories that show the 
censorship of women on sites like Facebook and Wikipedia are troubling, and more research is needed 
into how the corporatization of digital social media influences how women and other marginalized 
identities are able to exercise digital credibility and authority in those spaces.

Finally, the authors suspect that women are not alone in their encyclopedic silencing and that race, 
class, and sexuality also have an impact on how knowledge is created on Wikipedia. A search for ar-
ticles on these identities and Wikipedia reveals that virtually no research has been done to examine how 
Wikipedia excludes or empowers people of color and non-white ethnicities. Wikipedia also appears 
to exclude impoverished people, many of whom, as Balit (2007) found, access the Internet by mobile 
device only. Noam Cohen (2014) noted that less than one percent of the edits made to Wikipedia come 
from mobile devices, thus suggesting an implicit discrimination against people of lower socioeconomic 
status. Finally, only one article (Raval, 2014) touched on sexuality and Wikipedia. This may be because, 
although Wikipedia measures the gender, age, and nationality of its contributors (Wikipedia, 2015d), it 
does not measure their racial identities, socioeconomic standing, or sexuality. More research is certainly 
needed to explore how these factors affect editing practices on Wikipedia.
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CONCLUSION

The case studies in this chapter have implications for collaborative writing in academia. There are many 
benefits to collaborative work (Lunsford & Ede, 2012). First, when the processes of knowledge creation 
are open and obvious, writers and readers on the margins can learn the rules and join the conversation. 
As Brooke (2009) mentioned, the final product of a Wikipedia entry is only a small representation of 
the epistemological activity that happens on the site. When users look at the “Talk” pages and see the 
debates between collaborators, they gain a better understanding of what all sides are saying about an 
issue and which side wins. Second, when collaboration is open and respectful to all perspectives, many 
standpoints may be represented, which may in turn prevent the tyranny of normativity. In particular, 
such valuing of multiple perspectives opens up the opportunity for alternative ethea when discussing 
knowledge.

However, there is a darker side to collaboration. Although it has the potential to open knowledge 
creation to multiple ethea, this chapter shows it does not always do so. This remains particularly true in 
academia, where collaboration is increasingly becoming a respected mode of authorship, not just in rhetoric 
and composition studies, but in many other fields. The sciences have long supported co-authored works, 
and fields as disparate as literature and medicine are also realizing the benefits of co-written scholarship 
(Kutner et al, 2006). However, a bias against experiential ethos in many fields undermines the potential 
value of collaboration. For instance, in 2015, evolutionary science academics Fiona Ingleby and Megan 
Head received a review from a peer editor who explained that their work on “gender differences in the 
PhD to postdoc transition” (Bernstein, 2015) was unfit for publication on the basis of the gender of the 
writers. The anonymous reviewer explained, “It would probably… be beneficial to find one or two male 
biologists to work with (or at least obtain internal peer review from, but better yet as active co-authors), 
to serve as a possible check against interpretations that may sometimes be drifting too far away from 
empirical evidence into ideologically biased assumptions” (Ingleby, 2015). This example shows that 
while academia has become more accepting of collaboratively written scholarship, it still does not hold 
alternative ethea equal to a normative, empirical ethos. This exclusion leads to the continued silence 
of women and other minority identities whose ethea are based in alternative epistemologies that may 
include experiential authority. Collaborative composition needs policing; we need more users who do not 
represent normative ideologies to participate in knowledge creation, lest we risk silencing valid ethea.

The case studies presented in this chapter also have implications for how women exercise agency 
over their own bodies. For instance, in 2012, Todd Akin, in a stunning display of ignorance about female 
anatomy, declared, “If it’s a legitimate rape, the female body has ways to try to shut that whole thing 
down” (Eligon and Schwirtz, 2012). The authors believe that such obliviousness reveals two troubling 
issues. First, it speaks to the long history of physicians’ and researchers’ lack of consideration for 
women’s health issues. Fausto-Sterling (2012) pointed out that research into female genetic development 
is decades behind research into male genetic development because of our society’s implicit belief that 
femaleness is often defined simply as a lack of maleness. Furthermore, Fausto-Sterling explained that 
this gendered research disparity is slowly being rectified, but it still has a long way to go. More impor-
tantly, Fausto-Sterling’s research helps explain why Akin knew so little about how female bodies work. 
They are deemed as less important to learn about. Society believes women’s health is women’s problem.

Second, Akin’s comment showcases how legislators and policy makers devalue women’s ethos. When 
women are unable to make knowledge about their own bodies, they are stripped of agency for how their 
bodies are controlled in public. For instance, many of the breastfeeding bloggers are also self-proclaimed 
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lactivists who actively fight for women’s rights to breastfeed in public, and they are often met with vehe-
ment resistance. Lunceford (2012) pointed to this resistance as indicative of “a strong desire to discipline 
and control female bodies” that arises from the internalized “belief that the breast is solely there as a 
sexual object” and not as a functional one (p. 51). He also explains, “[T]he cultural construction of the 
female breast as a sexual object… stands in the way of widespread acceptance of public breastfeeding” 
(Lunceford, 2012, p. 37). If women’s ethea is accepted on a global and societal level—not just on niche 
blogs—their experiential knowledge could put an end to unnecessary sexualization and ignorance by 
informing more people about their bodies from their own perspective, which would in turn facilitate 
more agency when it comes to public policy and perception about issues like breastfeeding.

Above all, this case study reveals the pressing need to empower women and people of color to con-
tribute to collaborative environments, particularly mainstream digital spaces like Wikipedia. One way 
to do this is to host and contribute to Wikipedia edit-a-thons and write-ins. These events are aimed at 
filling gaps in women’s history on Wikipedia by editing, expanding, and/or creating entries. The Wi-
kimedia Foundation often sponsors edit-a-thons in which experienced and novice editors can revise 
pages or create new ones. In 2012, Wikimedia Foundation community fellow Sarah Stierch “Missvain” 
organized an edit-a-thon at the Smithsonian to build entries about women scientists in their archives 
(Shen, 2012). While this is a step in the right direction, the focus on scientists implies that women are 
only valuable when they conform to normative discourses. However, the most famous write-in event, 
the Global Women Wikipedia Write-In (GWWI), does not focus solely on scientists; the GWWI solic-
its suggestions from the community on what needs to added or edited. Its goals are “to encourage new 
people to become Wikipedia editors, to provide support for new editors, and to develop best practices 
for rewriting Wikipedia” (Koh and Risam, 2014). Events like these empower women to exercise agency 
over their knowledge creation in mainstream spaces. This study also points to the need to change the 
rules and informal practices of collaborative environments to encourage contributors to think twice be-
fore automatically deleting entries and/or edits (a common practice on Wikipedia). Finally, the authors 
suggest that knowledge creators need to trust the process of open collaboration rather than thinking of 
themselves as gatekeepers of knowledge and truth. Only then will multiple ethea be considered credible 
and valuable, both online and off.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Agency: The power a person has to act in a given situation.
Apparent Feminism: A methodology designed by Frost (2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) whose goal is 

to make apparent instances of gendered marginalization.
Collaborative Writing: A process of writing in which multiple authors, editors, and/or collaborators 

draft and revise a text.
Feminist Standpoint Theory: A method of knowledge creation first defined by Harding (1993, 2003) 

that presupposes complete objectivity can never be reached because all knowledge is culturally situated. 
Instead, researchers can achieve “strong objectivity” that acknowledges and includes many perspectives.

Kairos/Kairotic: The ancient Greek rhetorical concept that describes a timely response or rhetorical 
opportunity in a rhetorical situation that is both realist and constructivist.

Lactivism: A movement fueled by the belief that mothers should breastfeed their children. Many 
lactivists also believe mothers should be allowed to breastfeed in public.

Mommyblog: A genre of blog whose themes and topics pertain almost exclusively to motherhood.


